Introduction
Over the last decade in particular, many deficiencies have been identified with the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). One of the most influential studies to challenge the supremacy of the CAPM is the Fama and French (1992) paper which documented the cross-sectional explanatory power of book-to-market and size on returns. In the US, there have been many papers such as Fama and French (1993) , Davis (1994) , Kothari et al (1995) , Jaganathan and Wang (1996) that have replicated, refined and modified the study by Fama and French (1992) .
In Australia, there has been only one published paper, namely, Halliwell, Heaney and Sawicki (1999) , which replicated Fama and French (1993) using Australian data over the period 1981 to 1991.
Within the context of the Fama-French three factor model, the current paper has as its main objective the investigation of liquidity (proxied by share turnover) as an additional factor in asset pricing in the context of the Australian equity markets. The motivation for such a study is provided by Amihud and Mendelson (1986) , Brennan and Subramanyam (1996) , Brennan, Chordia and Subrahmanyam (1998) , Datar, Naik and Radcliffe (1998) , Chui and Wei (1999) , Rouwenhurst (1999) and Chordia, Subrahmanyam and Anshuman (2001) . All of these papers examine the role of liquidity in asset pricing for the US markets. Some papers such as Amihud and Mendelson (1986) and Brennan and Subramanyam (1996) examine liquidity using bid-ask spreads and other microstructure variables. However, Brennan, Chordia and Subrahmanyam (1998) , Datar, Naik and Radcliffe (1998) , Chui and Wei (1999) , Rouwenhurst (1999) and Chordia, Subrahmanyam and Anshuman (2001) use a measure of trading activity s uch as dollar volume or turnover due to the difficulty of obtaining bid-ask prices over long periods of time.
Our paper will examine liquidity in the context of a Fama-French cross-sectional framework using share turnover as our proxy for liquidity. The p aper will apply the basic framework of Datar, Naik and Radcliffe (1998) -thereby ensuring comparability with recent returns of stocks even after controlling for size, book-to-market and beta. In addition, they found that this liquidity effect is present throughout the year and is not restricted to January.
In more US recent work, Lee and Swaminathan (2000) discuss the relationship between turnover and momentum. In particular they argue that price momentum might induce a relation between turnover and expected returns that has little to do with liquidity. As such, this suggests the need to control for any momentum effects before any strong conclusions are drawn on share turnover as a (priced) liquidity factor. To this end, Chordia, Subrahmanyam and Anshuman (2001) control for momentum effects and found that there was still a significant cross-sectional relationship between returns and turnover.
While prior Australian papers have examined the role of liquidity in asset pricing (see Beedles, Dodd and Officer (1988) and Anderson, Clarkson and Moran (1997) ), they have not done so in the context of the Fama and French three-factor model. Beedles, Dodd and Officer (1988) employing a dataset covering the period 1974 to 1984, found that illiquidity (among other variables) is a p artial explanation of the small firm effect in Australia. Somewhat in contrast, Anderson, Clarkson and Moran (1997) found that liquidity does not play an important role in asset pricing, over the sample period 1982 to 1989. Accordingly, our study is an important extension of this literature because it (a) employs the Fama-French threefactor model framework; (b) investigates a much more recent dataset from 1990 onwards; and (c) applies key robustness checks for momentum effects and non-linearities.
In section two we present the empirical framework. Section three discusses the data, while the results are presented in section four. Finally, a summary and conclusion is provided in section five.
Empirical Framework
Following recent papers such as Datar, Naik and Radcliffe (1998) and Chordia, Subrahmanyam and Anshuman (2001) , the current paper uses the cross-sectional regression approach of Fama and MacBeth (1973) . Specifically, we examine whether cross-sectional variations in individual stock returns can be e xplained by differences in liquidity (proxied by share turnover), in the context of the Fama-French variables of size, book-to-market and stock beta.
The research method involves three basic stages. In stage one, the full range of variables (the dependent variable and all independent variables) required for the crosssectional regressions are constructed. Stage two then involves estimating the different versions of the cross-sectional regressions for each month, culminating in a complete time series of (pricing) slope coefficients associated with each included variable. These regressions are estimated using generalised method of moments (GMM), which has the advantage (over OLS) of making much weaker assumptions about the error term distribution. That is, while OLS assumes normality of the errors, GMM does not and it applies White's heteroskedasticity consistent covariance matrix. The use of GMM in this stage is justified by the fact that tests of the distribution of the error term in the cross-sectional regressions systematically reject the normality assumption. In stage three, using the time series of the cross-sectional regression slopes generated in the previous stage, we compute the average (pricing) slopes. For this final stage we employ a weighted least squares (WLS) methodology to test the significance of the average slopes of the cross-sectional regressions, since WLS places more (less) importance on slope estimates that are more (less) precisely estimated in previous stage regressions. 1 In stage one, the Fama-French variables are constructed along the lines of Fama and French (1992) with some slight modifications that suit the Australian context and data constraints. Firm size is the market capitalization of each stock in December of each year t.
All firms are sorted by the log of firm size and allocated into quintiles. Pre-ranking βs are estimated on the previous 48 monthly returns before January of year t+1 with a minimum of 24 months of returns.
2 Then, each size quintile is partitioned into five portfolios on the basis of pre-ranking βs for individual stocks. After assigning stocks to one of twenty-five size-β portfolios in December, our procedure in calculating post-ranking βs follows Fama-French (1992) (and employed by others including Datar et al (1998) ). Specifically, individual market betas are assigned based on the constructed portfolio beta, of the portfolio to which the individual stock belongs. This procedure aims to control for the measurement error inherent in using actual beta estimates f or the stocks themselves, by using the portfolio beta as an instrumental variable. Book-to-market is calculated in December of year t as Australia has a June end of financial year, thereby effectively achieving a similar time 'buffer' to that of the 1 As we shall see shortly in the case of our first-cut basic set of results presented in Table 2 , we have used ordinary least squares (OLS), generalised method of moments (GMM) and WLS. However, for the reasons stated and to ensure comparability with Datar et al (1998) , we have used WLS for all remaining tests. 2 All betas are calculated via the Dimson (1979) method using one lead and one lag term. counterpart US studies.
3 Our proxy for liquidity, the turnover variable for each stock is computed as the average of the monthly trading volume divided by the number of shares on issue for the previous three months (updated monthly) and is similar to that used by Datar et al (1998) .
The main part of our analysis follows Datar et al (1998) . Liquidity ('Turnover') is examined after controlling for (the natural logarithm of) stock size ('LnSize'), (the natural logarithm of) book-to-market ('Ln (B to M)') and stock beta ('Beta'). In other words, stage two involves the estimation of various multiple regressions that comprise different combinations of variables known to be determinants of stock returns but always augmented by our proxy for liquidity.
In the latter part of the paper, additional analyses are performed to independently investigate the argument of Lee and Swaminathan (2000) that turnover and stock returns are dependent on the stock's past performance (momentum). To this end and similar to Chordia et al (2001) , we use a lagged return variable as a proxy for the momentum effect, namely, we use the cumulative return over the five months ending at the beginning of the previous month. 
Data
Our analysis is performed at the monthly level for the period from January 1989 to December 1999 and all returns are continuously compounded. The data comes from two main sources.
From the IRESS financial database, we collected for all currently listed companies, the volume of shares traded per month, the balance date and the end of financial year balance sheet numbers to calculate a book value for each company. extracted the company price relative, the value-weighted market price relatives, the risk-free price relative, the market capitalisation and the number of shares on issue for each company in each month of our sample period.
We use as our market proxy the value weighted market index taken from the AGSM Price relative file. The monthly market risk premium is calculated as the index return less the risk-free interest rate from the AGSM price relative file.
Any company that could not be matched to the AGSM price relative file or that was an IPOs for that calendar year, was excluded from our final sample. The final sample used in our analysis averaged 534 companies -a figure that constitutes just under half the total number of available stocks. This average compares very favourably with Datar et al (1998) who report an average of 880 stocks across their US sample. Over the ten years of our analysis, the minimum sample number was 390 companies (33.25 % of available stocks) in 1991 and a maximum of 725 companies (60.12% of available stocks) in 1998. Table 1 gives a further perspective on the representativeness of our sampling procedure in the form of a size (market capitalisation) comparison of our sample versus the total set of domestic stocks. From the table we can see that, as expected, the sampling procedure is skewed toward the largest Australian stocks and thus suggests our analysis will be biased against detecting a liquidity effect in asset pricing. Nevertheless, the table also clearly demonstrates that our sample does include a number of very small stocks. For example, consider the minimum size of companies included in our sample -we see that in all years companies of substantially less than A$1 million in market capitalisation are present.
5
IRESS is real time database provided by Bridge News Service and Dunai Financial Service. From our discussion with IRESS, the financial statement data is originally sourced from the ASX FINDATA database.
Specifically, in 1990 a company of only AUD75,000 is included as compared to the counterpart minimum of AUD32,000 for the unfiltered sample. Further, a comparison of yearly median size figures is also quite instructive in that very minimal differences are evident between our sample and the full set of available companies. In short, based on these size comparisons, while it is undeniable that our sample is skewed toward the larger and, hence, more liquid stocks, we see sufficient inclusion of small (illiquid) stocks to warrant the investigation of a liquidity factor as outlined in section 2 above.
[TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE]
In Table 2 , we report the average monthly cross-sectional correlations between the transformed firm characteristics used in the pricing regressions, covering the period 1990 to 1999. In Panel A the correlations are shown for the full sample including all months. The correlation having the greatest magnitude by a long margin (-0.69 ) is that between size and beta -they are strongly negatively correlated as expected, since large (small) companies are more likely to have lower (higher) systematic market risk. The correlation with the next highest magnitude (0.233) is between the turnover and momentum variables. This suggests that from a univariate point of view there is a mild tendency for companies with a high share turnover rate to also have performed quite well in the past 6 months.
[TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE]
The existence of monthly seasonal effects in stock returns is now well established in the empirical finance literature. While in the US it manifests as the well known January effect, in Australia the effect has been observed for December-January and July-August (Brown, Keim, Kleidon and Marsh (1983); and Gaunt, Gray and McIvor (2000) ). Accordingly, we consider to what extent the pricing relationships are impacted by the months of January and July. To this end as a preliminary exercise, in Panels B and C of Table 2 , we report further cross-sectional correlations for the months of January and July, respectively. Comparing these correlations to the all months counterpart (Panel A) we see a remarkable similarity. As such, on the basis of this preliminary analysis, there is nothing to suggest anything greatly peculiar about January and July.
Results

Basic Results
In each month, from January 1990 to December 1999, we run cross-sectional regressions of stock returns, both individually and jointly, on our liquidity variable, book-to-market, size and beta variables. Initially we report the result of these regressions using OLS, GMM and WLS to estimate the time series average of cross-sectional slope coefficients. The primary reason for reporting these three variations is to show the impact of making different assumptions regarding how the averages are constructed. To put such a comparison in perspective, we need to note the following about each of the techniques. Employing OLS provides the equally-weighted average of the relevant slope coefficient and the associated t -statistic assumes normality. However, the residuals of such estimations are typically found to be nonnormal, which naturally leads to the consideration of an alternative technique that is robust to the normality assumption. GMM serves this purpose. However, both OLS and GMM estimate the equally-weighted average slope coefficient, thereby giving equal importance to the point estimates of the slope coefficients, irrespective of h ow precisely they are estimated. For example, consider a hypothetical estimated size slope coefficient of 0.1 with a standard error of 0.5 (that is, it has a t-statistic of 0.2 and is therefore insignificant in its own right) in one cross section. This 'weak' point estimate will have an equal contribution compared to another cross section producing a much 'stronger' (more precisely estimated) coefficient -say, with the same estimated slope and a standard error of 0.025 (that is, it has a t -statistic of 4 and is highly significant in its own right). As such, ignoring the precision of estimation seems potentially flawed. This paves the way for employing the WLS estimate of the mean slope, as it gives more importance to slope estimates that are more precisely estimated, directly proportional to the relative degree of precision with which they are estimated in the crosssectional regression. Table 3 summarises the result of estimating five alternative regression specifications (following Datar et al, 1998) using OLS, GMM and WLS to compute the sample average cross-sectional slope coefficients. The major finding of note from this table is that our liquidity variable is significant and negatively related (at the 5 % level) to stock returns and this result strongly confirms that found by Datar et al (1998) using US data. Interestingly in our univariate and multivariate regressions, the results are strongest when WLS is used, which as discussed above, are the most reliable findings due to the fact that WLS employs an unequal weighting being a function of the precision of the underlying cross-sectional estimates. In the case of WLS, for each regression the liquidity and book-to-market variables are always significant (at the 5 % level) while the size and beta variables are never significant. 6 When OLS and GMM are used, the liquidity variable is less significant but we know that this is being driven by the fact that some relatively large positive and imprecise slope estimates are being afforded undue influence in the computation of an equally-weighted average. This is a salutary lesson. Accordingly, since the WLS methodology gives more importance to slope estimates that are more precisely estimated, we use WLS to compute the sample average slopes in the remainder of our analysis.
[TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE]
Monthly Seasonality
The basic motivation for examining seasonality is provided by Eleswarapu and Reinganum (1993) and Datar et al (1998) amongst others. Both of these studies investigated the effect of a January seasonality on liquidity, whilst Chui and Wei (1998) examined seasonality in the 6 Given the high negative correlation between size and beta identified earlier, it is possible that multicollinearity has made the t-statistics insignificant on these variables in the full model. However, we believe that this is not a major problem since size is still insignificant when it is used in models without beta. In any case, this does not alter the primary finding of this paper, namely, that returns are strongly negatively related to turnover.
context of size, book-to-market and beta for stock markets in the Pacific-Basin region. In an Australian setting, as argued in the data section, we feel that it is of some interest to examine the potential impact of a January and/or July seasonality effect.
7 Accordingly, we repeated our basic analysis using data for non-January months and non-January and non-July months. The outcome of this analysis is summarised in Table 4 .
[ TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE]
First, as revealed in Panels A and C of this table, the liquidity and book-to-market variables are the only significant variables (at the 5 % level) in non-January and non-July months for all regressions, whether univariate or multivariate. When both January and July are excluded (Panel C) size does become significant at the 10 % level. While this suggests that liquidity is generally related to returns throughout the year, it leaves open the question of whether a changed relationship occurs in January and/or July. To explore this issue, we report the outcome of the average slope estimates for January months only (Panel B) and January and July months only (Panel D). We can see from the table that when we examine January and July only, the liquidity variable is not significant for any of the regressions. In contrast, the average book-to-market slope remains significant for January months only (at the 10 % level) and for January and July months only (at the 5 % level). Furthermore, while size does show some signs of significance in these months, it is of the (perverse) negative variety.
Finally, there is evidence that the average slope of beta is positive and significant (at the 5 % level) in the January and July months. Superficially, this suggests t hat these variables may subsume the liquidity variable only in January and July, which is puzzling and difficult to explain.
Given the small sample sizes involved in these cases, we should be cautious not to draw too much from the preceding analysis. Indeed, as a supplementary analysis to this 7
The incorporation of a July seasonality, relative to the June financial (and tax) year-end for Australia presents an appealing symmetry to the January seasonal in the US, relative to the December tax year-end for that market setting.
question of seasonality, in Table 5 we provide formal tests of the January and July seasonality reported in Table 4 . Specifically, we regress the Fama-Macbeth monthly slope coefficients on a constant, a January dummy variable (D Jan ) and a July dummy variable (D Jul ). In this case the slope coefficient estimates come from monthly cross-sectional 'full' regressions of Regression 5, wherein the individual stock return is the dependent variable and the explanatory variable set comprises a turnover variable, augmented by all three Fama and French factors. The most notable finding reported in Table 5 is that liquidity (as proxied by the share turnover rate) does not provide any statistically significant differential explanatory power in January and/or July. This suggests that the preceding tentative conclusion drawn in favour of a monthly seasonality in liquidity is unsubstantiated. Rather, based on the evidence revealed in Table 5 we can more reasonably conclude that liquidity has a generally significant pricing impact across all months. However at the 10 % level of significance, the positive July coefficient for book-to-market suggests that the positive book-to-market effect is even stronger in July. Similarly, the average slope coefficient for beta increases and becomes significantly positive in July. Finally, it seems that over this sample period in the context of our liquidity-augmented Fama-French model, size has no significant pricing role -either adjusted for monthly seasonality or not.
[ 
Subperiod Anaysis
The ten-year sample available in this study affords us some opportunity for a limited subperiod analysis, to check for possible instability in the pricing relationships. Accordingly, we re-run the analysis over two (arbitrarily chosen) equal five-year subperiods. Table 6 provides the subperiod analysis from 1990 to 1994 and this represents a counterpart to the full period analysis of Tables 4 and 5. 8 First, we should note that in a broad comparison of the first subperiod to the full sample period findings, the results regarding liquidity (turnover) are very similar; suggesting that over the first subperiod liquidity also had an important pricing role.
One slight variation to this conclusion is worthy of note however. Specifically, there does appear to be a January/July seasonality effect that weakens the role liquidity in this first subperiod (eg. at the 10 % level the July liquidity coefficient is significantly positive in Panel D). This is likely to be an important source of the ambiguity for liquidity in January/July that was observed and discussed above, for the full sample analysis. Perhaps the only other point of interest in Table 6 is the weakened book-to-market effect for the months of January and
July only in this first subperiod -although the small sample size should temper our conclusion in this case.
[ TABLE 6 ABOUT HERE]
In Table 7 , we repeat the subperiod analysis for the second half of our sample period from 1995 to 1999. With regard to the main analysis in this table, where we consider nonJanuary and non-July months (Panels A and B), the standout feature is that liquidity is the only statistically significant variable. Moreover, its negative sign strongly reinforces the accumulated evidence of a significant pricing role revealed thus far. Moreover, the results reported in Panels C and D suggest that while liquidity effect may seem a little weaker in the January and July months only, this is not a statistically significant phenomenon. The second major feature of the Table 7 results relates to book-to-market. Specifically, taking the evidence contained in all panels together, it seems that the extent to which the book-to-market effect was at play in the second subperiod (1995 to 1999), it was largely driven out of January and/or July seasonality. However, as was stated before the relatively small sample in this situation should caution us from pushing this conclusion to hard.
[ TABLE 7 ABOUT HERE]
Some Robustness Checks: Momentum and Non-linearities
Prior to drawing some overall conclusions regarding the asset pricing role of liquidity as proxied by the share turnover rate, it is instructive to conduct a few robustness checks that emanate from some more recent work by other researchers in this field. In particular, we choose two important cases: (a) the potentially competing role of a 'momentum' factor (for example, Lee and Swaminathan (2000) ) and (b) the possibility that there are important nonlinearities in the asset pricing r elationship (Chordia, Subrahmanyam and Anshuman (2001) ).
We now consider the impact of these issues on our analysis.
With regard to momentum, Lee and Swaminathan (2000) raise the question of whether a turnover premium can be interpreted as purely an illiquidity premium. Interestingly, in their study they find that high (low) turnover stocks tend to behave like 'glamour' (value) stocks.
Moreover, they report that low (high) turnover stocks earn significant positive (negative) abnormal returns around subsequent quarterly earnings announcements dates. This raises the challenging question of what exactly turnover represents, a proxy for illiquidity or for value/glamour? 9 To address this issue we re-ran our analysis using a five-factor modelachieved by augmenting the previous liquidity-augmented Fama-French model with a momentum variable. The momentum variable is defined as the cumulative return over the five months ending at the beginning of the previous month. The outcome of this first robustness check is exhibited in Table 8 .
[
TABLE 8 ABOUT HERE]
Our results for the full sample period reported in Panel A of Table 8 , need to be compared with the earlier results revealed in Table 5 . From this comparison, the most important thing we observe is that the inclusion of the momentum variable does not change the level of significance of the other variables and especially turnover. This is a particularly forceful result due to the fact that the momentum variable itself is highly significant and positively related to returns. So, despite finding a significant momentum effect, the significant role of the turnover variable is preserved. This robustness suggests that the importance of turnover (though possibly related to momentum) is not driven by its proxying effect for 'value/glamour' and thereby we can have greater confidence that it is proxying an important pricing role for liquidity. Of lesser importance, but still worthy of comment from Panel A of Table 8 , is the finding that the momentum effect was greatly weakened or even non-existent in July (across the full sample).
The subperiod analysis reported in Panels B and C of Table 8 reveal the following additional information. It appears that the momentum effect in Australia is only positively significant in the latter subperiod, 1995 to 1999. However, the role of turnover remains robust across both subperiods. Once more, this reinforces the view that turnover is proxying liquidity and that liquidity is an important pricing factor.
With regard to our second and final robustness check, Chordia et al (2001) postulated that there may be non-linearities in the relationship between liquidity and returns, and/or size and returns. They address this issue through the use of quadratic terms on these variables and we examine the potential non-linearities in a similar manner. The results of this analysis are reported in Table 9 . For liquidity, we find that there is no statistically significant non-linearity for the full sample, nor for the second subperiod from 1995 to 1999. However, for the earlier subperiod from 1990 to 1994, we find that there is a statistically significant non-linearity in turnover. However, the strong finding coming through this (regardless of whether the effect is non-linear or not) is that turnover is still statistically important. This adds further weight to our argument that the significant pricing role of the turnover variable is robust and, this combined with the preceding evidence, that it is proxying a(n) (il)liquidity effect. One final thing to note from this table is that for size, there is a statistically significant non-linearity effect in evidence for the full sample period and for both subperiods. This result is consistent with that found by Chordia et al (2001) .
[ TABLE 9 ABOUT HERE]
Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, we have examined the role of liquidity (proxied by share turnover) in explaining stock returns in the context of the Fama-French cross-sectional framework for the Australian equity market. We perform this analysis using monthly data covering the ten-year sample period 1990 to 1999. The first part of the paper is similar to Datar et al (1998) , however it also provides additional analysis such as incorporating a momentum variable, examining nonlinearities and by testing for both a January and a July seasonality.
Our main findings all relate to the asset pricing role of turnover/liquidity and can be summarised as follows. First and foremost, we find for the full sample period, for the two subperiods, for all months and for the liquidity augmented Fama-French model that stock returns are strongly negatively related to turnover, as proxied by liquidity. Second, we find that while the role of turnover may be weakened by January and/or July seasonality, it is not seriously so. Third, w e find that the importance of turnover is robust to the inclusion of a momentum factor. The significance of this finding is that it rebuts the argument of Lee and Swaminathan (2000) who suggest that turnover is less a proxy for illiquidity and more a proxy for 'value/glamour'. By the inclusion of a momentum variable, we are controlling for the value/glamour effect, and the fact that turnover retained its strong negative relationship with returns in this setting, gives added credence to the view that turnover proxies liquidity in our study. Fourth, we find that the role of turnover is not greatly affected by modelling the potential for non-linear relationships.
In short, we conclude that in Australia over the time of our sample period there has been a significant asset pricing role for turnover. Moreover, our evidence suggests that it is much more likely that turnover is proxying liquidity than it is proxying 'value/glamour'. As such, we believe that liquidity has been an important priced factor, forming a strong negative relationship with returns. This table reports average Fama-Macbeth regression estimates using individual security data over all months of our full sample period -1990 to 1999. In each month a cross-sectional regression is estimated using the generalized method of moments, wherein the individual stock return is the dependent v ariable and the explanatory variable set comprises various combinations of the turnover measure augmented by none, some or all three of the Fama and French factors. 'Turnover' is the share turnover rate; 'B to M' is the natural logarithm of the book-to-market ratio; 'Size' is the natural logarithm of the firm's market capitalization; and Beta is the firm's assigned portfolio beta. Panel A provides the equally-weighted average of the relevant slope coefficient and the associated t -statistic, coming from an O LS procedure, assumes normality. Panel B also provides the equally-weighted average slope coefficient, but through the use of generalised method of moments estimation, provides a robust t -statistic. Panel C provides a weighted least squares estimate of the mean slope, thereby giving more importance to slope estimates that are more precisely estimated. The t -statistics are reported in parentheses directly below the relevant mean slope estimate. Tables 2 and 3) . 'Turnover' is the share turnover rate; 'B to M' is the natural logarithm of the book-to-market ratio; 'Size' is the natural logarithm of the firm's market capitalization; and Beta is the firm's assigned portfolio beta. All estimation in this 
